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By JANE W. GRAHAM
AFP Correspondent

WAYNESBORO, Va. — Leaders of 
the Virginia Christmas Tree Growers 
Association said they were pleasant-
ly surprised when attendance to the 
group’s annual meeting here grew 
beyond expectations. 

The Aug. 12-14 event brought the 
growers together in person for the first 
time since the COVID-19 pandemic 
struck.

Vice President John Carroll reported 
that as the date drew near, numbers 
grew from an expected 40 participants 
to about 60. Robert O’Keeffe, organizer 
of the Christmas tree and wreath mak-
ing competitions, said the number of 
competitors in both contests were up 
from recent years. 

The event ended with a visit to JES 
Tree Farm at Montebello where owner 
James “Eddie” Seaman who has been 
growing Christmas trees for more than 
10 years.

Carroll and O’Keeffe, in separate 
telephone interviews, credited the suc-
cess of the event to planning, including 

safety measures. 
These measures included tables 

arranged to provide social distancing 
and fellowship at the same time, the 
way food was handled and how they 
were treated by the host hotel. 

This association is interested in 
the expansion of Virginia’s farming 
industry and promotes it by growing 
and marketing quality trees. 

This annual gathering gives indus-
try members an opportunity to share 

and learn from those who provide them 
services. 

As always, the highlight of Friday 
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BLACKSBURG, Va. — In early fall, 
Beliveau Farm is gearing up for grape 
harvest in its vineyard, but there’s al-
ready been a lot of activity on the farm 
in the summer since the farm owners 
added lavender years ago. 

When the lavender begins to bloom 
at Beliveau Farm in early June the pace 
of life increases. By July 1, the lavender 
is in full bloom and calling to those who 
love this herb with European origins. 

The farm began in 2001 when Yvan 

and Joyce Beliveau first saw the prop-
erty and realized it was where they 
wanted to live their dream of planting 
a vineyard and opening a winery. 

Lavender joined grapes as a Be-
liveau Farm crop in 2005 and has been 
incorporated into many of the farm’s 
offerings through the years. In addition 
to the vineyard and winery the farm 
runs a bed and breakfast, a wedding 
and event venue and a gluten-free 
brewery.

See LAVENDER
Page 2

See EVENT
Page 6

Robert O’Keeffe, left, presents John and Virginia Carroll of Claybrooke Farm in Louisa County, Va., with the 2021 Virginia Christ-
mas Tree Growers Association Award for their prize-winning fir. The Carrolls will present Christmas trees to Gov. and Mrs. Ralph 
Northam for the Executive Mansion in Richmond.

Photo courtesy VCTGA

Lavender joined grapes as a Beliveau Farm crop in 2005 and has been incorporated 
into many of the farm’s offerings through the years. 

Photo by Jane W. Graham
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“Because I like it,” Joyce replied 
when asked why she began growing 
the herb. “Lavender can be used all 
across the food spectrum from savory 
to sweet. I harvest early lavender when 
it first starts to bloom, usually in early 
June for a culinary grade.” 

Some of the foods she listed includ-
ed lavender chicken salad, lavender 
pizza, a first time offering of a pork 
taco with lavender barbeque sauce 
and lavender cole slaw. Sweets fla-
vored with lavender include ice cream, 
whipped cream, short cake, cupcakes 
and chocolates.

Joyce said the oils in lavender are 
soft when the herb begins to bloom 
making them best for culinary use. As 
the season progresses the oils become 
more intense on the longer stems. 

These early oils are also used at 
Beliveau Farm to create their lavender 
lemonade, lavender wine cocktail, 
lavender beer, and lavender gluten-free 
beer.

Lavender is a nice fit on the farm’s 
hillsides, Joyce said. The plant native 
to the Mediterranean likes full sunlight 
and well-drained soils that are neutral 
to slightly alkaline.

She said she buys hardy varieties 
from local suppliers and said most 
plant sellers will probably stock these 
varieties. The plants can also be grown 
from seed or propagated from existing 
plants. 

She said those who chose to propa-
gate bend a stem down to the ground 
from a parent plant but do not cut it off.  
Rather, they cover the stem with soil 
and allow it to root during the winter. 

The new plant can then be trans-
planted.

Pruning is an important part of cul-
tivating lavender, Joyce said. It keeps 
the plants from becoming too woody 
and prolongs their life.  

Lavender plays a very important in 
creating the atmosphere for Beliveau’s 
wedding venue. 

Joyce created a long green aisle 

bordered on both sides by well-rounded 
and groomed lavender plants from the 
main buildings at the foot of a hill to 
the wedding site at the top of the hill.

“Many a bride has walked up the 
lavender path,” Joyce said. 

Lavender and roses grow across the 
hillside and in another location on the 
farm as well.

The farm’s annual Lavender Festival 
takes places over several weekends in 
June and July. Joyce said it is a great 
opportunity for the farm to market its 
many products. Numerous vendors 
come in as well, bringing in lavender 

related products not created on the 
farm.

Joyce said they harvest all the buds 
from the plants and dry them to be 
used in sachets and potpourri. They 
are available by the cup, bag-full, or 
even in bulk for people who want to 
use them in crafts. 

They sell the lavender stems for 
use in fires or for flavoring food on the 
grill. They also sell bundles of lavender 
throughout the season.

Lavender lore presents it as a plant 
that represents purity, devotion, seren-
ity, grace and calmness. 

Visitors to Beliveau Farm may find 
some of these.

Joyce said the plant is known for its 
calming and soothing capabilities. Two 
key substances account for this. 

Linalool has been documented to 
soothe the neurotransmitters in the 
brain and Terpenes has been identified 
as having antiseptic qualities and has 
been used thorough the ages to treat 
bruises and burns. 

She noted that some people cannot 
tolerate lavender oil as it is very strong 
and suggests diluting it with olive oil if 
there is a skin reaction.

ATLANTA — For home gardeners 
and farmers, herbivorous insects pres-
ent a major threat to their hard work and 
crop yields. The predator insects that 
feed on these bugs emit odors that pests 
can sense, which changes the pests’ 
behavior and even their physiology to 
avoid being eaten. With bugs becoming 
more resistant to traditional pesticides, 
researchers now report they have devel-
oped a way to bottle the “smell of fear” 
produced by predators to repel and 
disrupt destructive insects naturally 
without the need for harsh substances. 

The researchers recently presented 
their results at the fall meeting of the 
American Chemical Society on Aug. 
22-26. On-demand content will be 
available until Sept. 30. Through acs.
org. 

“It is not uncommon to use our sens-

es to avoid risky situations. If a building 
was on fire, we as humans could use 
our senses of sight or smell to detect 
the threat,” says Sara Hermann, the 
project’s principal investigator. “There 
is evidence for such behavioral respons-
es to risk across taxa that suggest prey 
organisms can detect predation threats, 
but the mechanisms for detection aren’t 
very well understood, especially with 
insects.”

“Insects rely on olfactory cues to 
find food, mates and places to live, so 
this is a great opportunity to investigate 
how to use these smells to manipulate 
their behavior,” says Jessica Kansman, 
Ph.D., a postdoc who is presenting the 
work at the meeting. Hermann and 
Kansman are at the Pennsylvania State 
University.

Aphids are a highly destructive 

pest to an array of crops, and their 
large numbers, ability to transmit plant 
pathogens and increased resistance to 
insecticides make them a persistent 
problem for growers. They also happen 
to be a favorite food of the ladybug, 
which gardeners welcome as a source 
of sustainable pest management. Her-
mann’s research has shown that aphids 
and other herbivorous insects will steer 
clear of fields and gardens if they can 
smell predators nearby. Not only that, 
but exposure to the odor cues given 
off by ladybugs can also cause aphids 
to slow their reproduction rates and 
increase their ability to grow wings, 
both of which are behaviors designed 
to avoid threats.

With these observations in mind, 
the research team set out to determine 
whether the olfactory cues given off by 

ladybugs could, by themselves, control 
pests. They started by identifying and 
extracting the volatile odor profile from 
live ladybugs using gas chromatogra-
phy – mass spectrometry, which sepa-
rates and allows for identification of the 
individual components of the ladybugs’ 
smell. To see which compounds the 
aphids would respond to, they hooked 
up the antennae of live aphids to an 
electroantennogram (EAG) machine 
and exposed them to each individual 
odor the predator emitted to see which 
compounds they detected. The strength 
of their reactions was measured based 
on the signal picked up by the EAG ma-
chine. Of the many compounds emitted 
by ladybugs, aphids had the strongest 

See SMELL
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Researchers using ‘smell of fear’ to combat pests

Joyce Beliveau created a long, green aisle bordered on both sides by well-rounded and groomed lavender plants from the main 
buildings at the foot of a hill to the wedding site at the top of the hill. “Many a bride has walked up the lavender path,” Joyce 
said.

Photo by Jane W. Graham
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Smartphone 
screens can 
be effective 
sensors for 

contamination
CAMBRIDGE, England — The 

touchscreen technology used in bil-
lions of smartphones and tablets could 
also be used as a powerful soil and 
water sensor, without the need for any 
modifications.

Researchers from the University of 
Cambridge have demonstrated how a 
typical touchscreen could be used to 
identify common ionic contaminants 
in soil or drinking water by dropping 
liquid samples on the screen, the first 
time this has been achieved. 

The sensitivity of the touchscreen 
sensor is comparable to typical lab-
based equipment, which would make 
it useful in low-resource settings.

The researchers say their proof of 
concept could one day be expanded for 
a wide range of sensing applications, 
including for biosensing or medical 
diagnostics, right from the phone in 
your pocket. 

Touchscreen technology is ubiqui-
tous in our everyday lives: the screen 
on a typical smartphone is covered in 
a grid of electrodes, and when a fin-

Team attempting to minimize loss of fresh produce
SASKATOON, Saskatchewan 

— A Canadian research team is in-
vestigating how to minimize losses 
of fruits and vegetables by regulating 
emissions of ethylene in controlled 
agricultural environments.

Each year, more than one billion 
metric tons of fruits and vegetables are 
harvested globally to feed the world’s 
population of people and animals. 

There is, however, produce that is 
not consumed. 

What about fresh food that is sitting 
in a greenhouse or storage environ-
ment, waiting to be distributed to other 

locations?
These food resources can cause 

significant environmental effects. 
The carbon footprint of food pro-

duced and not consumed has been 
ranked as the third top greenhouse 
gas emitter.

“The annual loss of fresh fruit by 
ethylene damage is estimated at 30 
per cent, and vegetable losses reach 
as high as 40 to 50 per cent, leading 
to considerable economic loss,” said 
University of Saskatchewan PhD 
candidate Nazanin Charchi, who is 
leading the research.

Ethylene plays an important role in 
greenhouses, storage and warehouse 
facilities. It’s used as a plant hormone 
to speed up the growth and ripening 
process in greenhouses or growth 
chambers.

However, after a certain level of 
exposure, ethylene causes physical 
and chemical changes in fruits and 
vegetables that result in quality and 
production losses before and after 
harvest.

“Despite the significant progress 
in increasing food production at the 
global level, approximately half of 

the population in developing regions 
does not have access to adequate food 
supplies,” Charchi said. “There are 
many reasons for this, one of which 
is food losses in the post-harvest and 
distribution network.”

With the scientific support of the 
Canadian Light Source and synchro-
tron facilities on the US campus, 
Charchi and her team have developed 
a “state-of-the-art technology for the 
removal of ethylene from air with 

Hurricane-, earthquake-proof greenhouses to be built
ATLANTA — The teams at Alqui-

mi Renewables and Island Growers 
Caribbean are implementing a unique 
business model to radically improve 
and protect how fresh produce is 
grown in the Caribbean. 

Alquimi and its strategic engi-
neering and manufacturing partner, 
Sprung Structures Ltd., developed 
this highly specialized greenhouse 
system — IAT/Sprung Climate Smart 
Greenhouse — to support IGC farm-
ing projects throughout the Caribbean 
and other island states affected by 
severe climate threats.

“Our greenhouse system represents 
the new standard in climate resilience, 
which is critical to operating and in-
suring commercial farm operations 
in regions constantly threatened by 
cyclonic wind events and flooding. 
These are the strongest greenhouse 
systems in the world — and the only 
system that is engineer-certified to 
175 mph sustained wind loads and 
202 mph gusts, as well as being earth-
quake, flood, and pestilent resistant. 
We can now grow food during a major 
hurricane event,” said Ralph Birkhoff, 
co-founder and CCO of IGC.

This model focuses on producing 
imported cold weather crops in pro-
prietary, climate smart hydroponic 
greenhouse farms. IGC said it intends 
to improve food quality, use organic 
farming practices, and ensure a con-
sistent supply of produce to regional 
markets throughout the year by the 
use of these newly developed, 100% 
climate resilient greenhouse systems.

Inside these greenhouses, IGC 
employs a customized, sub-tropical 
Shallow Aggregate Ebb-and-Flow 
(SAEF) hydroponic system, attaining 
high yields while using a fraction of 

the energy and water required by other 
hydroponic systems. 

“Energy costs are extremely high in 
most Caribbean islands, and fresh wa-
ter is always a limited resource, so our 
farms employ low energy production 
systems and advanced water control 
systems to reduce our overall cost of 
production. As we expand our farms, 
we will also integrate solar energy 
generation to reduce operational cost.”

IGC intends to build a farm on 
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High Quality Products And Services
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20 Market St., Bangor, PA
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Over 50 Years In The Industry
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concepts utilitzed by the produe industry.

www.ProducePackaging.com  - info@ProducePackaging.com
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Did you know that YouTube is 
the second largest search engine and 
the third most used website in the 
world? That means your business 
needs to be there! 

Previously in this column, we’ve 
discussed creating videos your 
customers want to watch and sharing 
them on social media. 

However, hosting videos on your 
own website can take up a lot of 
bandwidth. 

Creating a YouTube channel 
enables you to host your videos all 

in one spot and also embed them 
easily into your own website, blog, 
or enewsletter — as well as sharing 

them across your social media. 
You can also ask other websites 

and blogs to embed your YouTube 
videos, they get free content and you 
get bonus promotion.

Hosting videos on your own You-
Tube channel is free and easy. 

You simply create an account and 
then upload your videos there. When 
you upload a video, you can adjust 
the sharing settings on it. 

You can designate certain videos 
to be “private” meaning only your 
account can see them and you can 

share them privately only with email 
addresses that you designate. 

This privacy feature can come in 
handy when sharing a product video 
before it is officially launched or 
when you want to share something 
with a colleague or customer, but not 
the general public.

Do create some regular content 
that is shared publicly. 

These can be very short (less 

Create your own YouTube channel

GREEN 
MARKETING

By KATHY JENTZ

See JENTZ
Page 5

(Editor’s note: Deborah Smith 
Fiola operates Landscape IPM En-
terprises in Frederick, Md.) 

Q: Last week I was out digging 
mugho pines in my nursery and no-
ticed bare branches. When I looked 
closer, there were clusters of cater-
pillars defoliating branches. They 
weren’t the black headed worms, 
these had red heads and green bod-
ies with black spots. I admit, I didn’t 
notice them. … I hand-smashed most 
of them (using dialog that I will not 
write here!), but noticed more today. 
I thought these worms were only out 

in the spring? What do you suggest 
I treat with to prevent these return-
ing? (J.B., Delaware)

A. You’re seeing a sawfly infes-

tation, specifically the Redheaded 
Pine Sawfly.

These insects look like caterpil-
lars, and feed on foliage like cater-
pillars, but are actually in the wasp 
family (the adult looks like a stout 
bodied fly). 

This is a native sawfly that feeds 
on pines — and unfortunately for 
you, mugho pine is a favorite. 

Mature red headed pine sawflies 
are about one inch long, with reddish 
heads and a yellowish-white body 
with six rows of irregular black spots 
down the sides. (The ones with black 
heads are either the European or 
White pine sawflies). 

Sawflies feed gregariously, in 
large groups, defoliating one branch 
at a time before moving on to anoth-
er. 

You are correct that you normally 
notice these in the spring. 

Red headed pine sawfly larvae 
are present from May into June — 
but they have a second generation 
from late August and early Septem-
ber through early October. 

This is what you are seeing now. 
The mature larvae overwinter in 

pupal cells in the ground.
At least 10 different sawfly spe-

cies attack pine. 
The red headed pine sawfly 

attacks both two and three needle 
pines like your mughos, as well 
as Scots and pitch pine. Jack, red, 
shortleaf, loblolly, slash, longleaf, 
and Swiss mountain pines may also 
be attacked.

The coloration of pine sawflies 
allows them to blend in with the pine 
foliage, like the camouflage uni-
forms worn by the military. 

Undeniably, the damage (defo-
liation) is often noticed before the 
actual sawflies are detected! 

Red headed pine sawflies seem to 
attack small pines and plants under 
stress. Mughos on very wet sites, 
very dry sites, under heavy weed 
competition are fair game for this 
pest

Any defoliated needles do not 
recuperate. 

However, the bud is not damaged 
and will send out new growth next 
spring. 

Your choice becomes either to 
prune out defoliated branches or 
to tolerate a plant with long, leggy 

branches with a tuft of needles at its 
tip next year. 

Sadly, this losing a year of growth 
(and disfiguration of marketable 
plants) stresses the importance to 
preventatively inspect (e.g. regular-
ly monitor) for sawflies whenever 
growing pines in order to prevent 
damage. 

Control with handpicking or hand 
pruning (this works well with only a 
few plants) or treat with horticultural 
oil or soap (good coverage is neces-
sary). 

Read the labels and pay attention 
to weather conditions before using 
these products. Because sawflies are 
not the larvae of Lepidoptera (moths/
butterflies), B.T. will not control 
them. 

Make sure insecticides are 
labeled; some include Conserve 
(spinosad); Azadiractin (Neem), 
Scimitar/Battle (Cyhalothrin), Lamb-
da-Cyhalothrin, and other contact 
pyrethroid insecticides. Target pests 
directly.

This winter, inspect and remove 
any needles with rows of small pale 
spots. 

These are sawfly eggs that have 
been inserted into the needle tissue 
that will hatch next spring unless 
removed and destroyed. Small 
sawflies will hatch in early May and 
initially feed on one side of a pine 
needle, which causes the needle to 
yellow and curl (like curling ribbon 
on a gift box). 

Monitoring for this early damage 
symptom can give you the control 
advantage of controlling sawflies 
before defoliation of entire needles 
occurs, and smaller larvae are more 
easily controlled with insecticides. 

Q. I grow cut flowers and some 
perennials/herbs (for CSAs, flo-
rists, restaurants...). My problem is 
nasturtiums. There are lots of black/
red/yellow bugs all over them that 
seem to be killing them. They’ve 
been there for a couple of weeks and 
have stripped the foliage and stop-
ping flowering. The ornamental kale 
nearby also has some of these bugs 
on them (after getting nailed by that 
couple weeks of drought in August). 

Time for native sawflies to feast on mugho pines

See FIOLA
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Smell ...
Continued from Page 2

than a minute) interviews with key 
employees, tours of your farm or 
facility, highlights from past events, 
and more.

As with all marketing, be sure you 
include a call to action in your video 
itself and in the video description 
text. What do you want the viewer to 
do? Ask them go to your website or 
email you for more details.

Each video you upload should 
have your business name and logo 
somewhere in it. 

When you add a video to your 
channel, make sure to fully fill out 
the keywords section, so potential 
customers can find you.

YouTube Live is another option to 
create content and engage potential 
customers. 

You can schedule a live session 
and invite your email list to join you 
to ask questions or see a demonstra-
tion. 

At the end of the live session, save 
that video to your channel and it can 
be viewed by anyone who missed the 
session and wants to access it.

Next, highlight other videos on 
your account that are relevant to 
what you do and offer. 

This shows that you are a 
thought-leader in your space. 

These highlighted videos are 
displayed as your channel’s liked and 
featured content. 

In summary, YouTube is a great 
tool for building an engage audience 
of potential and loyal customers. 

Video is a tool that builds rela-
tionships and can take your brand to 
that next level..

(Editor’s note: Kathy Jentz is 
the editor/publisher of Washington 
Gardener Magazine, the publication 
for Mid-Atlantic home gardeners. 
She can be reached at KathyJentz@
gmail.com.)

Jentz ...
Continued from Page 4

response to methoxypyrazines, such as 
isopropyl methoxypyrazine, isobutyl 
methoxypyrazine and sec-butyl me-
thoxypyrazine. 

Once the compounds were iden-
tified, Hermann and team set out to 
create a special odor blend that can be 
used in an essential oil diffuser that 
will spread the scent over time across 
a garden or field.

Next, the team plans to conduct field 
tests of their scent diffusers to see if 
the effects on aphids and ladybugs are 
similar to what they observed in the 
lab. Hermann and Kansman also want 
to determine the dispersal area of the 
diffusers, and whether they could be 
applied to other pests and predators, as 
well as various types of crops. 

In addition, they are collaborating 
with a manufacturing company to 
design special diffusers for eventual 
commercial use by both farmers and 
gardeners.
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Give Us A Call @ 888.398.4119
AG LAND LOANS

 FSA Preferred Lender       www.ffb1.comFarmer Mac 
Approved Lender

Give Us A Call @ 888.398.4119
In the Business of YOU.
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evening was the Scholarship Auction 
that helps raise money for the associa-
tion’s scholarship program.  

These scholarships are awarded 
annually to college students majoring 
in horticulture or forestry. 

These are one way VCTGA sup-
ports research and education and 
strives to improve the numbers, quality 
and types of trees available to the fresh 
tree market.

The annual contests are a way to 
showcase this quality and types.

O’Keeffe, owner of Rifton Farm 
and Nursery, said John and Virginia 
Carroll, owners of Claybrooke Farm 
in Louisa County, showed the grand 
champion tree. 

Ken Rhodes of Mountain View 
Farm displayed the grand champion 
wreath, winning with an undecorated 
entry. 

These winners have the honor of 
presenting trees and wreaths to the 
governor at the Executive Mansion in 
Richmond. 

The tree competition was divided 
into four categories: Fir, pine, spruce 
and other.

In the fir class, the Carrolls won 
first place. 

John Houston of Sweet Providence 
Farm in Floyd County won second 
place and Robert McDowell of Hidden 
Fields Farm won third. 

Carroll won first place in the spruce 
category and O’Keeffe’s won first in 
Other Class with an Eastern Red Cedar.

“Many of the younger and newer 
growers did not recognize the cedar or 
know that this was a common Christ-
mas tree for many old farm families.” 
O’Keeffe, , said. “We still sell a few 
each year because that’s what some 
folks grew up with.”

Winners in the Undecorated 
Wreaths contest were Rhodes, first; 

Houston, second and Roberta Clouse, 
Clouse’s Pine Hill Farm, Winchester 
third. 

Decorated Wreath wines were 
Houston, first; Clouse, second; and Ce-

cille McDowell, Hidden Fields Farm, 
Covington, third.

The convention ended Saturday 
morning atop the Blue Ridge Mountain 
at Seaman’s JES Tree Farm, 10 acres 

where about 7,000 Fraser firs grow on 
the choose and cut operation. 

“We provide the saw-you provide 
the elbow grease,” is the farm’s motto 
in its advertising.

Produce ...
Continued from Page 3

The second-place award for a fir tree in the VCTGA competition was awarded to John Houston of New Providence Farm in Floyd 
County. The award was presented by Robert O’Keeffe, organizer of the competition.

Photo courtesy VCTGA

Event ...
Continued from Front Page

minimum energy consumption.”
The process can convert ethylene 

emissions into CO2 and H2O at room 
temperature, effectively purifying the 
air surrounding fresh food — a pro-
cess referred to as advanced oxidation. 

The team estimates that using their 
process to preserve fresh produce 

would reduce air treatment costs by 
40 percent.

“Reducing the waste after harvest, 
especially in developing countries, can 
be a sustainable solution to increase 
food availability, reduce greenhouse 
gas emission, and improve farmers’ 
living conditions,” Charchi said.

The team is working with CLS to 
build an ethylene-removal unit for in-
stallation in fruit and vegetable growth 
chambers and storage facilities. 

They hope to commercialize their 
ethylene-removal process and opera-

tional unit for global use. 
Smart-farming and the develop-

ment of indoor ecosystems is the 
future of food security, Charchi added.

“Because of increasing population 
and environmental instability, pro-
viding a more stable, sustainable, and 
predictable food supply is a critical 
issue, especially for countries with a 
harsh climate condition.”

Developing technology that can 
support high levels of automation 
and reliability in farming activities 
will ensure agricultural production 

continues amid shifting environments 
and the effects of climate change that 
threaten food security.

It is also possible that similar 
processes could be developed in the 
future to remove mold, bacteria or 
other substances from produce storage 
areas, along with ethylene.

“By considering the amount of 
water used to grow these agricultural 
commodities and the greenhouse gas 
emissions this (process) wastes, it is 
crucial to reduce post-harvest fruits 
and vegetable loss,” Charchi said.

What are these and what can I do 
ASAP? Thanks (T.O., Central Md.)

A. You are seeing Harlequin Bugs 
(‘calico bugs’), a type of common 
stinkbug. These can cause serious 
damage during outbreaks. 

These one-third-inch bugs are 

shield-shaped (like all stink bugs), 
and appear black with either yel-
low-orange or yellow-red markings. 
They appear mostly red when imma-
ture nymphs.

They feed on plants in the cab-
bage/ crucifer family, particularly 
mustard, turnip, rutabaga, Chinese 
cabbage, and kale — and yes, that 
definitely includes ornamental kale. 

They also favor arugula, broccoli, 
broccoli raab, Brussels sprouts, cab-
bage, cauliflower, collards, horse-
radish, kohlrabi, Mizuna, and radish 

(including daikon radish). 
After feasting on these preferred 

hosts, they go after secondary hosts, 
many of which are weeds in the 
mustard/Brassica family: wild mus-
tard, shepherds purse, peppergrass, 
bittercress, and others.

The predicament for ornamental 
flowers is that many favored by har-
lequin bugs are also in the brassica 
family, such as Cleome (which are 
eagerly fed upon and defoliated by 
harlequin bugs!). 

Unfortunately in your case, Nas-

turtium is in a subfamily of Brassica, 
which makes them fair game. Other 
ornamentals that likewise can be 
targeted by harlequin bugs include 
candytuft, dames rocket, honesty, 
stock, sweet alyssum, and Aurinia 
(basket-of-gold).

Both nymphs and adults are pierc-
ing-sucking insects that feed on plant 
sap. 

Their feeding damage initially 

Fiola ...
Continued from Page 4

See FIOLA
Page 7
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appears as white spots (stipples) 
that coalesce into white blotches. 
Kale leaves may appear off-color, 
then wilt/ turn brown/gray and look 
tattered.

I’d venture to take a guess that the 
kale issues you mention may have 
been more from unnoticed harlequin 
bugs than drought? 

My guess is that your nasturtium 
crop is located close enough to the 
kale so the bugs just moved over 
after polishing off the main course 
of kale. 

Mature infested plants may 
survive but growth is slowed. Heavy 
harlequin bug infestations can cause 
plants to turn brown, wilt, and die.

Harlequin bugs overwinter as 
adults, often sheltering in crop 
residues, mulch or patches of weeds. 
Populations escalate after mild 
winters. 

In early spring, they feed upon 
weed hosts, especially wild mus-
tards. They mature rapidly and are 
often seen feeding in groups. 

Multiple generations can occur 
each year.

It’s difficult to control harlequin 
bugs right now, since there are high 
populations out there and plenty for 

them to eat. 
If practical, handpick the insects 

when you find them, and squash 
them/drop them into a container of 
soapy water to kill them.

 I’ve heard of some folks using a 
hand held vacuum (but remember, 
they are in the stinkbug family, so 
they stink!).

Look for egg masses on the un-
derside of leaves and crush them by 
hand. (The eggs are barrel-shaped, 
white with dark banding, and usually 
laid in two parallel rows. You may 
see the newly emerged nymphs clus-
ternig around the edges of the egg 
mass for a day or two before dispers-
ing to feed).

Protect desirable plants under 
a layer of floating row cover (this 
can be done from germination until 
harvest. 

Since kale doesn’t need to be 
pollinated row covers can be very 
effective as a deterrent). 

Remove all crop debris as soon 
as possible after harvest to eliminate 
overwintering sites. Make a point to 
remove weeds in the mustard family 
(next spring as well), and any plants 
that provide food for these bugs be-
tween seasons (such as a cover crop 
of daikon radish or canola).

When planting next year, physi-
cally separate rows/beds of kale and 
nasturtium (as well as any other host 
crops that you might grow). 

Establishing a brassica-free iso-

lation zone for a few weeks during 
midsummer has been shown to sets 
the stage for fewer insects on the fall 
crop. 

Consider growing a trap crop of 
cleome some distance away ( either 
spraying the infested cleome with an 
insecticide or pulling plants up and 
dispose of them before the kale/nas-
turtiums come under attack.). 

Early intervention controlling the 
red immature harlequin bug nymphs 
when seen in early summer will 
make the late season pest challenge 
more manageable.

 Most general purpose insecti-
cides kill harlequin bugs, including 
insecticidal soap and neem sprays, 
but must contact the bugs directly 
(good coverage). 

Immature bugs are much easier 
to kill than adults. Many pyrethroid 
insecticides (e.g., beta-cyfluthrin, 
bifenthrin, lambda-cyhalothrin) offer 
quick knockdown and kill. Note that 
pyrethrins is permissible in organic 
production. 

Read the label and pay attention 
to weather and sunlight restrictions 
before applying. 

(Disclaimer: The information 
presented in this column serve as 
guidelines only, and may contain 
cultural and pesticide recommenda-
tions that are subject to change at 
any time. Any pesticides mentioned 
are recommended only if they are 

registered with the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the state 
Department of Agriculture. It is the 
pesticide applicator’s responsibility 
by law to read and follow all label 
directions for the specific prod-
uct being used. Due to constantly 
changing labels and product regis-
trations, if any information herein 
disagrees with the label, the recom-
mendations must be disregarded. If a 
registration is changed or cancelled, 
any products mentioned are no lon-
ger recommended. Before you apply 
any pesticide, fungicide, or herbi-
cide, check with your state or county 
Extension agent for the latest infor-
mation. The USER is responsible for 
using products that are registered 
for use on specific crops in their own 
state, and for using products accord-
ing to label directions. If any infor-
mation presented in this column is 
inconsistent with the product label, 
follow the label instructions. Always 
consult the product label for rates 
and crops listed. The use of brand 
names and any mention or listing of 
commercial products or services in 
this column does not imply endorse-
ment by Landscape IPM Enterpris-
es, and absence of a labeled product 
does not imply ineffectiveness nor 
discrimination again0st similar 
products or services not mentioned. 
Landscape IPM Enterprises assumes 
no liability from the use of these 
recommendations.)

Fiola ...
Continued from Page 6

every island in the Caribbean Re-
gion over the next several years. It 
is seeking to form partnerships with 
local landowners, farmers, and/or 

off-takers, and plans to operate in-
dependently in each jurisdiction. By 
the end of 2021, IGC expects to have 
four farms operating in the following 
islands: Barbados, Trinidad & Tobago, 
Antigua and Barbuda, and Saint Lu-
cia. It is also developing a dedicated 
resort farm project in Anguilla, as well 
as third-party projects in Puerto Rico 
and Belize using the IAT technologies.

Greenhouses ...
Continued from Page 3

ger disrupts the local electric field of 
these electrodes, the phone interprets 
the signal.

Numerous other teams have used 
the computational power of a smart-
phone for sensing applications, but 
these have relied on the camera or 
peripheral devices, or have required 
significant changes to be made to the 
screen.

“We wanted to know if we could 
interact with the technology in a dif-
ferent way, without having to funda-
mentally change the screen,” said Dr. 
Ronan Daly from Cambridge’s Insti-
tute for Manufacturing, part of the De-
partment of Engineering, who co-led 
the research. “Instead of interpreting 
a signal from your finger, what if we 
could get a touchscreen to read elec-
trolytes, since these ions also interact 
with the electric fields?”

The researchers started with com-
puter simulations, and then validated 
their simulations using a stripped 
down, standalone touchscreen, provid-
ed by two UK manufacturers, similar 

to those used in phones and tablets.
The researchers pipetted different 

liquids onto the screen to measure a 
change in capacitance and recorded 
the measurements from each droplet 
using the standard touchscreen testing 
software. Ions in the fluids all interact 
with the screen’s electric fields differ-
ently depending on the concentration 
of ions and their charge.

“Our simulations showed where the 
electric field interacts with the fluid 
droplet. In our experiments, we then 
found a linear trend for a range of elec-
trolytes measured on the touchscreen,” 
said first author Sebastian Horstmann, 
a PhD candidate at IfM. “The sensor 
saturates at an anion concentration of 
around 500 micromolar, which can be 
correlated to the conductivity mea-
sured alongside. 

“This detection window is ideal to 
sense ionic contamination in drinking 
water.”

One early application for the tech-
nology could be to detect arsenic 
contamination in drinking water. 
Arsenic is another common contam-
inant found in groundwater in many 
parts of the world, but most municipal 
water systems screen for it and filter 
it out before 

it reaches a household tap. Howev-

er, in parts of the world without water 
treatment plants, arsenic contamina-
tion is a serious problem.

“In theory, you could add a drop of 
water to your phone before you drink 
it, in order to check that it’s safe,” said 
Daly.

At the moment, the sensitivity of 
phone and tablet screens is tuned for 
fingers, but the researchers say the 
sensitivity could be changed in a cer-
tain part of the screen by modifying 
the electrode design in order to be 
optimized for sensing.

“The phone’s software would need 
to communicate with that part of the 
screen to deliver the optimum electric 
field and be more sensitive for the 
target ion, but this is achievable,” said 
Professor Lisa Hall from Cambridge’s 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
and Biotechnology, who co-led the re-
search. “We’re keen to do much more 

on this — it’s just the first step.”
While it’s now possible to detect 

ions using a touchscreen, the re-
searchers hope to further develop the 
technology so that it can detect a wide 
range of molecules. This could open 
up a huge range of potential health 
applications.

“For example, if we could get the 
sensitivity to a point where the touch-
screen could detect heavy metals, it 
could be used to test for things like 
lead in drinking water. We also hope 
in the future to deliver sensors for 
home health monitoring,” said Dr 
Daly.

“This is a starting point for broader 
exploration of the use of touchscreen 
sensing in mobile technologies and the 
creation of tools that are accessible to 
everyone, allowing rapid measure-
ments and communication of data,” 
said Hall.

Screens ...
Continued from Page 3

Missed Open
Enrollment?
Not a problem! 
FarmBureauHealthCare.com enables 
members to find healthcare coverage with 
WOW customer service and REAL savings, 
365 days a year! 

Open the camera on your phone and 
point it at the QR Code to the left. Then, 
tap the corresponding link to visit our 
website and schedule a call!

An exclusive member benefit provided 
by Maryland Farm Bureau
Visit HTTPS://FARMBUREAUHEALTHCARE.COM today!
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